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Abstract. The morphological characteristics, chromium valence state, and cation transport in the vicinity of

grain boundary in La1ÿxCaxCrO3 were investigated by using TEM/EDS, XPS and SIMS techniques. The width of

grain boundary was around 1 nm where anomalous enrichment of calcium was observed. Higher valence state of

chromium such as Cr6��d0� was detected in the grain boundaries whereas Cr3��d3� and Cr4��d2� were dominant

in the bulk. Very fast interdiffusion of alkaline earths was observed in the Sr2� ÿ La0:75Ca0:25CrO3 system. All

observed phenomena were correlated by assuming the A-site vacancy which may be induced by the formation of

Cr6� at grain boundaries.
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1. Introduction

Lanthanum chromites with alkaline earth substitution

(La1ÿxMxCr1ÿyM'yO3;M
0 � Ca or Sr, M0 � Mg) have

been intensively investigated as candidate materials

for interconnects in solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) [1].

The material transport properties in these lanthanum

chromites, for example, diffusion of oxide ions or

cations, are the most important phenomena to be

investigated. The diffusion of oxide ion in an

interconnect plate may cause oxygen permeation

without generating electricity, which may lower the

ef®ciency of SOFC. Cation diffusion plays an

important role on sintering of interconnect plate,

whereas fast cation transport can result in reactions at

interfaces with other cell components such as

electrodes or electrolytes.

We have revealed that sintering of La1ÿxCaxCrO3

in air can be enhanced by a slightly excess amount of

calcium (ca. 2 mol %) [2]. The relative density up to

94% of theoretical was obtained for La0:70Ca0:32CrO3

by sintering at T � 1573 K in air, whereas the density

of La0:70Ca0:30CrO3 (no calcium excess) was only

60% of theoretial density in the same sintering

condition. This is due to the formation of calcium

oxychromate, Cam(CrO4)n�m4n�, which may exist as

liquid phase between the La1ÿxCaxCrO3 grains at

higher temperatures than their incongruent melting

temperatures, and result in rapid grain growth and

pore elimination [3]. Calcium enrichment was

actually detected by the Auger electron spectroscopy

(AES) in the vicinity (ca. 5 nm) of the fractured

surface of the La0:70Ca0:32CrO3 polycrystalline which

was sintered at T � 1573 K and fractured along grain

boundaries. It indicates that the Cam(CrO4)n�m4n�
reacted with La1ÿxCaxCrO3 at grain boundary during

the sintering temperature, and as a result, the excess

calcium component existed as CaO at triple junctions

and a trace amount of excess calcium remained along

grain boundaries.
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When a sintered La1ÿxCaxCrO3 polycrystalline

was polished and placed under an SOFC operation

condition (T � 1273 K, p�O2� gradient : 104

*10ÿ13 Pa), Cam�CrO4�n appeared again on the

surfaces at air side, which may result in the

undesirable interface reaction with electrodes or

electrolytes [4]. At the fuel side, the similar materials

were supposed to appear because their decomposed

compounds such as CaO and CaCr2O4 were observed.

This Cam(CrO4)n seems to originate from CaO at the

triple junctions and migrate via grain boundaries;

however, the detailed formation and transport

mechanism are still remained unclear.

Such macroscopic observations indicate that the

material transport via grain boundary is much faster

than that via bulk, and it is closely related to the

compositional distribution along grain boundaries. It

must be clari®ed both qualitatively and quantitatively

for utilization of this material during a long operation

time. However, there are few investigations on the

characteristics of grain boundaries of La1ÿxCaxCrO3.

In this paper, the morphology of grain boundaries

and compositional distribution were analyzed by

using an transmission electron microscope/energy

dispersed

X-ray analysis (TEM/EDS). The determination of

valence state of chromium in the vicinity of grain

boundary was made by using an X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS). The observed results are

correlated with the experimental observations con-

cerning the fast cation interdiffusion in

Srÿ La0:75Ca0:25CrO3 by using a secondary ion

mass spectrometry (SIMS).

2. Sample Preparation

All calcium substituted lanthanum chromites,

La1ÿxCaxCrO3 was prepared by a liquid mixing

method using aqueous solutions of metal nitrates

and citric acid as starting materials, which was ®rst

reported by Pechini et al. [5] and modi®ed in our

previous papers [3]. Four compositions were

selected, La0:75Ca0:25CrO3, La0:90Ca0:12CrO3, La0:80

Ca0:22CrO3, and La0:70Ca0:32CrO3. A slight amount (2

mol %) of calcium excess was adopted in the latter

three compositions to obtain high sinterability in air

according to our previous paper [2]. The mixture of

metal nitrate solutions and citric acid was heated on a

hot plate to remove solvents and to form glassy gel.

The gel was crashed and calcined at

T � 1173*1373 K in air. The calcined powder was

shaped into pellets and sintered at T � 1573*1773 K

for 10 h in air. The relative densities of the sintered

pellets were around 94*99% of theoretical density.

The surface of the pellets were polished by using

diamond paste (3, 1, 1/4 mm).

3. TEM/EDS Analysis

3.1. Experimental

To obtain the information of the vicinity of grain

boundary, a polycrystalline of La1ÿxCaxCrO3 sin-

tered at T � 1573 K was crashed by using ion

milling technique, and the milled powder was

mounted on a copper grid. The lattice images

were taken by using the ®eld emission type TEM

(JEM-2010F, JEOL, Japan). The accelerating vol-

tage was 200 kV. EDS pro®les were collected by

using Si(li) SSD type probes (Pentafet, Oxford

Instruments). The quantitative analyzes were carried

out on each EDS pro®le with standard-less Cliff-

Lorimer ratio thin section method by using

TEMQuant1 program.

3.2. Results

The lattice image of La0:80Ca0:22CrO3 is shown in Fig.

1(a) The grain boundary which is found at the center

of the image is apparently very smooth, and

essentially no lattice distortion was observed in the

vicinity of grain boundary. The apparent width of the

grain boundary is at most 1 nm.

The EDS analyses were made at some spots across

the grain boundary, and results are shown as the

atomic ratio among calcium, chromium and

lanthanum as a function of distance (d) from the

grain boundary in Fig. 1(b). The higher calcium

concentration and lower lanthanum concentration

were found on the grain boundary, d � 0. Much

more signi®cant calcium enrichment was observed for

La0:70Ca0:30CrO3 as shown in Fig. 1(c) This composi-

tional anomaly ceases at the point of 2 nm away from

the grain boundary, hence the width of the higher

calcium concentration is at most 2 nm around the

grain boundary.
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4. XPS Analysis on Fractured Surface

4.1. Experimental

XPS pro®les were obtained for a fractured surface of

La0:70Ca0:32CrO3 by using XL magnet lens mode

(ESCALAB 220iXL, VG). Monochromatic X-ray (Al

Ka) was used for all measurements. The fractured

surface was etched by 2 keV Ar� ion sputtering, and

several pro®les were obtained as a function of

sputtering time. The etching rate was estimated by

sputtering SiO2 ®lm on Si substrate as a reference

material. The powders of Cr2O3, CrO3, CaCrO4 were

also measured as reference materials to determine the

valence state of chromium in La0:70Ca0:32CrO3

sample.

4.2. Results

A Cr2p spectrum of an as-fractured surface of

La0:70Ca0:32CrO3 is shown in Fig. 2(a). The peak in a

higher energy region around E � 579:7 eV was

assigned to Cr6��d0�, because the same peak was

observed in CaCrO4. The main peak was observed at

around E � 577 eV with complex broadening which

was similar to that of Cr2O3. This peak can be

deconvoluted by using non linear ®tting program to

Gauss-Lorenz functions which was developed by

Kojima et al. [6], and an example was shown in

Fig. 2(a). The background was subtracted by using

Shirley's method. The existence of Cr3��d3� and

Cr4��d2� is reasonable because the nominal valence

number of chromium in La0:70Ca0:30CrO3 is 3.3 to

maintain the charge balance with A-site cations, La3�

and Ca2�. However, the existence of Cr5� is

questioned, so that these components probably indi-

cates the effect of multiplet term or the charge transfer

spectrum of chromium as reported by Howng et al. [7].

Fig. 1. TEM image (a), and elemental distribution in the vicinity

of a grain boundary of La0:80Ca0:22CrO3 (b) and La0:70Ca0:32CrO3

(c).

(a)

(b)

(c)
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The intensity of the high energy peak decreased

with Ar� sputtering, whereas the intensity of the main

peak was kept almost unchanged as shown in Fig.

2(b). The deconvoluted intensities of various valence

state of chromium were plotted in Fig. 3 as a functions

of etched depth which was calculated assuming the

etching rate � 12:5 pm/s. The Cr6� peak was

observed only in the vicinity of fracture surface,

around 1.2 nm in depth.

5. SIMS Analysis of Interdiffusion of Strontium
and Calcium in Sr2�-La0:75Ca0:25CrO3 System

We have tried to determine the interdiffusion

coef®cient of strontium and calcium in

La1ÿxCaxCrO3 by using a simple method, and some

of the experimental results have already reported

elsewhere [8, 9]: A dilute aqueous solution (0.05 N) of

Sr(NO3)2 was painted on the polished surface of

La0:90Ca0:11CrO3 or La0:75Ca0:25CrO3 and the samples

were annealed at T � 1173*1373 K in

p(O2) � 10*105 Pa for 24*96 h. The annealed

samples were then analyzed by using SIMS (ims5f,

CAMECA Instruments) with O2
� primary ion (accel-

erating voltage� 12.5 kV): The depth pro®le of Ca�,

Cr�, La�, and Sr� secondary ions on the sample

surface were obtained as a function of etching time by

the primary ion �I � 300*700 nA�. The depth of

eroded area was subsequently measured by a surface

pro®ler (Dektak3, Veeco/Sloan Technology). The

interdiffusion coef®cients via bulk (D) and via grain

boundary �Dgb� were calculated by ®tting the depth

pro®le to the Fick's second low solved for a semi-

in®nite media assuming some boundary condition,

which is minutely described in elsewhere[8].

The temperature (T) and oxygen partial pressure

�p(O2)� dependence of interdiffusion coef®cient are

shown in Figs 4 and 5, respectively. As shown in Fig.

4, the absolute value and activation energy of present

work agrees very well with the results of La3�

diffusion in LaCrO3 by Akashi et al. which were

determined from the reaction of La2O3 and Cr2O3

single crystals [10]. The grain boundary diffusion

Fig. 2. Intensity of Cr2p peak for as-fractured surface (a) and

sputtered surface (b) of La0:70Ca0:32CrO3: ÐÐÐ raw data The

component of different chromium valence states: ÐÐÐÐ Cr6�,

22222222 Cr5�, - - - - - - Cr4�, Ð - Ð - Ð Cr3�.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 3. Chemical states of chromium in the vicinity of grain

boundary. Depth (z) mean the distance from the fractured surface.
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coef®cients �Dgb� were 104*105 times higher than

those of bulk, and they seem to have a dependence on

p�O2�0:8.

Since the annealed sample was easily fractured

along grain boundary, the compositional distribution

around grain boundary can be analyzed by obtaining

secondary ion images of each cations with a focused

primary ion beam (I5100 pA, beam diameter

< 0.3 mm). Several images were taken by etching the

fractured surface, resulting in the three dimensional

map of normalized strontium content as shown in

Fig.6 [9]. The strontium component has higher

concentrations at fractured surface (� grain

boundary) and strontium migrated deeply inside the

La0:90Ca0:11 CrO3 polycrystalline. This feature should

be compared with the diffusion depth, about a few nm

from the fractured surface towards inside polycrystal-

line.

The width of higher strontium content obtained by

present SIMS analyzes was rather large (4 nm) than

those obtained in TEM/EDS or XPS analyses.

However in this case, we must take into account the

atomic mixing effect which was due to the bombard-

ment on the sample surface by focused primary ion

with high energy density. Considering the acceleration

voltage (12.5 kV) of O2
� primary ion, all data shown

in Fig. 6. represents the averaged information ca.

10 nm around each measuring spot, which may be the

reason why the larger width was obtained.

6. Discussion

6.1. Compositional Distribution and Chromium
Valence State at Grain Boundary

The important point to be clari®ed was how the

calcium enrichment is maintained at grain boundaries

of La1ÿxCaxCrO3 polycrystalline even after sintering

was completed. Although the AES depth pro®le

showed the calcium enrichment at grain boundary,

there were many possibilities in the composition of

calcium source, for example, CaO, Cam(CrO4)n,

CaCr2O4, or calcium richer La1ÿxCaxCrO3. The

present TEM/EDS results indicated that the width of

grain boundary was at most 1 nm, and the region of

calcium enrichment was only 2 nm from a grain

boundary. On the other hand, the width of the Cr6�

detectable region in XPS was ca. 1.2 nm, which

quantitatively agrees with that of the calcium rich

region in TEM/EDS. It means that the calcium

enrichment accompanies the oxidation of chromium,

and it occurs in a much narrower region than that we

previously expected from the data of AES depth

pro®ling (ca. 5 nm). The possibilities of CaO or

CaCr2O4 precipitation are denied because they do not

contain any Cr6�. The possibility of the precipitation

of Cam(CrO4)n is also impossible since the width 2 nm

corresponds to only a couple of atomic layers, which

is too thin to detect the segregation of such a

compound. Hence, it is rather reasonable to suppose

that the calcium enrichment is established by the

formation of calcium rich layer in La1ÿxCaxCrO3

lattice. In the normal perovskite lattice, the higher

valence of chromium ions should be accompanied

with lowering of the valence number of A-site ions.

For this purpose, enrichment of calcium content and

the formation of the A-site vacancy can be considered.

The former enrichment of calcium is consistent with

the present observation by TEM/EDS. In this case,

tetravalent Cr4� ions can be present. Since the present

XPS results revealed that anomalous high valence

state of chromium, Cr6�, was detected, the possibility

of A-site vacancy formation should be also consid-

ered.

For the chromium ions to be in the hexavalent, the

formation of the A-site vacancy is required. Unlike

Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of Sr-Ca interdiffusion

coef®cient via bulk (D) and via grain boundary �Dgb� for

La0:75Ca0:25CrO3 at p�O2� � 103 Pa. The width of grain boundary

was assumed to be 1 nm.
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the WO3, no perovskite CrO3 exists in the Cr-O

system. Although the signi®cant amount of the A-site

vacancies is suggested for the lanthanum manganite,

no A-site vacancy formation has been ever suggested

for the LaCrO3 except Nb-doped LaCrO3 [11]. This

suggests that no A-site vacancy forms in bulk.

However, on the surface or in the grain boundary

vicinity, the hexavalent chromium (Cr6�) can exist

because of the structural incompleteness at grain

boundaries. On the surface, the existence of Cr6� has

been already suggested by Suvorov et al. [12]

The present TEM/EDS results show very little

lattice distortion, which indicates that the ratio of the

A-site cations (La3� and Ca2�) to Cr6� does not

change across the grain boundary. This suggests that

the A-site vacancies are found only on the grain

boundaries. In other words, the presence of Cr6� at

grain boundaries may cause an additional change in

the structure, which is normally expected due to the

irregularity of the ionic con®guration.

6.2. Role of Grain Boundary on Fast Material
Transport in La1ÿxCaxCrO3

The presently obtained Sr-Ca interdiffusion coef®-

cients reveal that the grain boundary diffusion

coef®cients, Dgb, was much faster than those of

bulk D, so that fast material transport in

Sr2�-La1ÿxCaxCrO3 is mainly governed by grain

boundary diffusion. Since logarithm of Dgb linearly

increases with logarithm of oxygen partial pressure

p(O2), some reduction/oxidation reactions are

considered to play important roles in diffusion

process.

The presently observed TEM/EDS and XPS results

show the presence of hexavalent chromium in the

vicinity of thin grain boundary and no lattice

distortion, which suggest the presence of A-site

vacancy in perovskite lattice. According to the

KroÈger-Vink notation, the formation reaction can be

expressed as follows:

Ca0La � Cr ?
Cr �

1

2
O2 $ V000La � Cr:::Cr � CaO �1�

K � �V
000
La��Cr:::Cr ��CaO�

�Ca0La��Cr ?
Cr�p(O2)

1
2

�2�

where Ca0La is a Ca2� ion at A-site (lanthanum site),

Cr ?
Cr is a Cr4� ion at B-site (chromium site), Cr:::Cr is a

Cr6� ion at B-site, V 000La is an A-site vacancy, and K is

the equilibrium constant.

Most of the atoms in the vicinity of grain boundary

are thought to be not so mobile as atoms in liquid

phase, although the grain boundary has much more

structural incompleteness than in bulk. Therefore it is

reasonable that the strontium diffusion at grain

boundary is made by a similar mechanism as that in

bulk, that is, cation exchange of Ca2� and Sr2� at A-

sites in perovskite lattice, in which the A-site vacancy

plays a very important role. The activation energy of

between grain boundary diffusion coef®cient is

217 kJ/mol[9], and this value is almost the same as

the activation energy of bulk diffusion coef®cient

(258 kJ/mol), which may support the assumption of

the same diffusion mechanism. As shown in Eq. (1),

the formation of A-site vacancy inevitably accom-

panies the oxidation of chromium, or in other words,

the formation of Cr6�. Thus the A-site vacancy

concentration at the grain boundary is probably much

higher than that in the bulk, which greatly affects on

the diffusion coef®cient at grain boundary.

Although we con®rmed the existence of Cr6� at

room temperature XPS, there was no proof for the

existence of Cr6� at higher temperatures. There still

remained the possibility that the hexavalent chro-

mium might form in cooling procedure, because the

oxide ions also diffuse as fast as that of cations at

grain boundaries [13]. However, the p(O2) depen-

dence of Sr-Ca interdiffusion coef®cient at grain

boundary indicates that the hexavalent chromium

indeed exists at annealing temperatures in diffusion

experiment, because the concentration of Cr:::Cr

directly depends on p(O2)0:5 as derived from Eq. (2).

The derived p(O2) dependence of diffusion

coef®cient should be compared with the experimental

results, which apparently showed the linear depen-

dence on p(O2)0:8 as shown in Fig. 5. Although the

p(O2)0:5 dependence is expected when the oxidation

from Cr4� to Cr6� is assumed as above, the

experimental results indicate the possibility of more

drastic of valence changes, for example from Cr3� to

Cr6��p(O2)0:75�, or even more. The actual chemical

state at grain boundary is of course much more

complicated than that expected in the discussion

above. In view of this correlation, the diffusivity of

chromium ions themselves becomes of great interest.

It is hoped to measure the diffusion coef®cient of

chromium along the grain boundaries and to compare

with those of calcium ions and oxide ions.
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6.3. Comparison with Bulk Properties

The present results clari®ed that at grain boundaries,

Cr6� ions are present and that makes diffusion along

grain boundaries extremely fast. This is consistent

with the fact that this material was sintered rapidly by

liquid sintering mechanism. It is suggested that the

present grain boundaries are quite similar to the

liquids appearing as bulk substances. In the La-Ca-

Cr-O system, the liquid phase appearing around

T � 1273 K shows the following properties [3];

(a) calcium is rich

(b) high chromium valence state

(c) mass transport is fast enough to assist the sintering

These features are common to those at the grain

boundaries which have been determined in the present

study. Since the present TEM/EDS does not indicate

any liquid nor amorphous phases at grain boundaries,

the above similarity can be interpreted that thermo-

dynamically as follows:

Fig. 5. Oxygen partial pressure dependence of Sr-Ca

interdiffusion coef®cient via bulk (D) and via grain boundary

�Dgb� for Sr2�-La0:75Ca0:25CrO3 at T � 1273 K.

Fig. 6. Three-dimensional map of normalized strontium content around the fractured surface (� grain boundary) of

Sr2�-La0:90Ca0:11CrO3[9]. Annealing condition: T � 1273 K, p�O2� � 21 kPa (in air), t � 72 h.
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1. The common feature among liquids and grain

boundaries is that the structure is no longer regular.

In the thermodynamic terms, this corresponds to

the large molar entropy and large molar volume.

2. When we assume the local equilibrium across the

grain boundary, the molar Gibb's energy (in other

words, chemical potential) should be constant.

Since the molar entropy is large at grain boundary,

the molar enthalpy should be also large according

to the second law, g�� m� � hÿ sT.

3. In view of the above consideration, the tempera-

ture dependence of grain boundary properties is

quite interest. In bulk substance, the entropy

change between liquid and solid are very large,

therefore, the stable region of liquid is limited only

at high temperatures. At grain boundaries, the

mobility of most atoms is not so affected by

temperature so that the entropy difference is not

large. Still, some difference is expected from the

structural differences. In view of this, it is of

interest to examine the temperature dependence of

grain boundary properties. At present, the tem-

perature dependence of Sr-Ca interdiffusion

coef®cient is available as given in Fig. 5. From

this behavior, it is hard to ®nd any difference

between bulk and grain boundary. Since the clear

difference was detected between bulk and grain

boundary in the oxygen potential dependence

described above, it is hoped to clarify the

differences in the temperature dependence in

cation and oxide ion diffusion coef®cient.

7. Conclusion

The present TEM and XPS results made it possible to

correlate the microscopic compositional distribution

with the macroscopic materials transport phenomena:

The width of grain boundary of La1ÿxCaxCrO3

polycrystalline is at most 1 nm and the calcium

enrichment and higher chromium valence state was

observed in the range of 2 nm from a grain boundary.

This compositional change is supposed to be mainly

due to the enrichment of Ca in the A-site of perovskite

lattice. The fast interdiffusion of strontium and

calcium in La1ÿxCaxCrO3 is thought to be governed

by cation exchange in perovskite lattice, where A-site

vacancies can be introduced by the oxidation of

chromium.
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